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Pass Out | Definition of Pass Out by Merriam-Webster
(intransitive) To faint; to become unconscious I pass out at the sight of blood. I passed out on the train after drinking a bottle of vodka. (transitive)
To distribute, to hand out We'll pass out copies of the agenda. Used other than with a figurative or idiomatic meaning: see pass, out. 1882, James

Jackson, Tom Terror, the Outlaw ...

House passes sweeping election reform bill - POLITICO
The subscription is completely free, and we only send out one email per week, on Tuesdays; Our emails are fun and educating and will help you

improve your English and writing skills

The Senate just passed the decades biggest public lands ...
Clippers super sub Lou Williams passed Dell Curry for most career points scored as a reserve 14 years after setting to prove people wrong about

his bench role.

Passed | definition of passed by Medical dictionary
UPI / Kevin Dietsch / Landov. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi celebrates with other Democrats after the health carereform bill passed

through the House of Representatives on March 21, 2010

Passed vs. Past: How to Choose the Right Word
Definition of passed in the D dictionary. Meaning of passed. What does passed mean? Information and translations of passed in the most

comprehensive dictionary definitions resource on the web.

Appropriations Watch: FY 2019 | Committee for a ...
pass (ps) v. passed, passing, passes . Medicine To be discharged from a bodily part: The patient had a lot of pain when the kidney stone passed. .
1. Medicine To discharge (a waste product, for example) from a bodily part. 2. Medicine To introduce (an instrument) into a bodily cavity. passer

n. pass See conditional discharge. pass (pas ...
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